4.3 Research & Identity Assignment
This assignment makes use of a discovery learning technique to stimulate the detective in you. Although all the necessary information and materials are included for you to enjoy success on this task,
you will ultimately rely upon your own understanding and experience to complete the final step for
this activity.

The Assignment Explained
On web page 4.3 you will find an application called the Who, Where, When Application. This application is used to answer 15 possible questions to unlock the missing pieces to the Identity Picture
(found at the end of this handout). To unlock a missing piece you must answer a question correctly.
Use the Research Questions handout to keep track of your answers.

Your ultimate task is to reveal all the pieces to the picture to reveal the contents. Use the completed
picture to answer the general questions found on the second page of your Research Questions.

Assignment Procedure
1). Answer all Research Questions using the Who, Where, When Application found on web
page 4.3. Only correct answers will reveal missing picture pieces that can be used to complete
the Identity Picture.

2). Copy the contents of the revealed picture pieces into their corresponding cells, i.e. A1, B3,
E1, etc. on the Identity Picture.

3). After you have completed your Identity Picture answer the General Questions found on
your Research Questions sheet.

4). Submit your assignment.

Research Questions Student Version
Below you will find both the questions and answers for the research component of this assignment.
Question A1: What is the type of government in which political decisions are made by leaders who are directly elected by and accountable to the people?
Answer A1:
Question A2: What year has been dubbed by historians as the “Spring of Revolutions”?
Answer A2:
Question A3: The Act of Union (1840) granted both Canada East and Canada West an identical number of MPs. In so doing, the act created conditions whereby French and English would have to reach
compromises in order to pass even the simplest legislation. In the early stages, the French and English not surprisingly refused to compromise thereby paralyzing the decision-making process leading to
a state of affairs called?
Answer A3:
Question B1: According to the Act of Union (1840) what city was declared the United Province of Canada’s
first capital city?
Answer B1:
Question B2: What was the name of the petition sent by the French reform-minded politicians of the 1830s
to Westminster?
Answer B2:
Question B3: What was the name of the British monarch who approved Canada receiving “responsible government”?
Answer B3:
Question C1: The Stony Monday Riot took place in Bytown at the site of which bridge?
Answer C1:
Question C2: What is the name of England's constitution?
Answer C2:
Question C3: What do we call the type of voting whereby elected representatives make decisions based on
their origins (ethnic origins) instead of their opinions?
Answer C3:
Question D1: What was the name of the famous report recommendeding Canada be given responsible
government?
Answer D1:

Question D2: What was the real first test of “responsible government” for Canada?
Answer D2:
Question D3: What was the name of the first French Canadien to be elected to political office in Canada
West?
Answer D3:
Question E1: In the early 1840s, Louis-Hippolyte la Fontaine formed a political alliance with which prominent English Canadian politician?
Answer E1:
Question E2: What was Canada West’s former name?
Answer E2:
Question E3: What was the name of the person who warned the British of a planned American attack at
Beaver Dams during the War of 1812?
Question E3:

General Questions
1). What is the name of the landmark represented in your picture?

2). Where is this landmark located?

3). Who are the figures represented in the picture?

4). In what way are these figures important to Canadian history?
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